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SENSOR FUNCTIONALIZATION
If not mentioned otherwise, chemicals and solutions were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Germany). All antibodies were 
obtained from NanoTools (Germany).
In earlier publications the functionalization of the activated sensor surface was already described in detail(1–4). In summary, 
the internal reflection element (IRE, Germanium) was polished with 0.1 µm grained diamond grinding suspension for 5 min on 
both sides (Struers A/S, Ballerup, Denmark). After that the crystal was incubated for 10 min in a mixture of hydrogen peroxide 
and oxalic acid with a relation of 9:1, followed by rinsing with water and drying with nitrogen gas. In these experiments a 
flow-through cell with a total volume of 600 µl was used, including all connection-tubes. In a first step the sensor surface was 
incubated with 300 µM N-hydroxysuccinimide-silane dissolved in 2-propanol for 60 min. Unbound silane was removed by 
rinsing with 2-propanol (5 min), water (2 min) and PBS-buffer (5 min). Afterwards 100 ng/ml monoclonal antibody MOAB-2 
solution was flushed over the activated silane surface until saturation was reached, which could be monitored via binding 
kinetics of the amide II band. Unspecifically attached antibodies were rinsed out by PBS-buffer until an equilibrium of amide II 
absorbance of remaining antibodies was reached. For blocking of free reactive sites on the surface 0.1 % w/v casein (Sigma, 
Germany) dissolved in PBS-buffer was used prior to rinsing with PBS-buffer and application of the samples.
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Figure S1: Normalized absorption spectra of EGCG on a functionalized surface (green) and without functionalized surface
(black) are almost identical. Therefore, correcting our spectra by subtraction of pure EGCG in solution is valid. Low effect of
oxidation in presence of red-light is similar in pure EGCG and EGCG with Aβ; hence they cancel out.

Figure S2: Effect of counter-ion on the secondary structures of Aβ fibrils measured by immuno-infrared-spectroscopy. The
results indicate that counter-ions do not affect the β−sheet enriched fibril secondary structure at all.
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Figure S3: The effect of EGCG on the functionalized immuno-infrared-sensor surface in the absence of Aβ. After sensor
functionalization with monoclonal antibody MOAB-2 and subsequent surface saturation (red spectrum) a new reference
spectrum was taken. Thus, recording a sample spectrum without any procedural change a baseline spectrum (green spectrum)
was recorded. After treatment of the functionalized sensor surface with EGCG followed by subsequent buffer rinsing, we also
received a baseline spectrum (blue spectrum) indicating that EGCG did not alter the sensor surface itself. Thus, changes in the
amide-I band of Aβ after EGCG treatment are caused by the effect of EGCG on the Aβ secondary structure.
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RMSD CALCULATION
Figure S4 shows the RMSD of backbone atoms computed along the 1-µs simulation. We noticed that the RMSD is higher when
the top Aβ chain is included in the RMSD calculation. However, RMSD of four chains (except the top one) is much lower.
Similar high RMSD values were previously observed for five hIAPP chains in the presence of EGCG (5).

Figure S4: RMSD of Aβ backbone atoms along 1-µs MD simulation.

DOCKING CALCULATIONS
We optimized the EGCG molecule at B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) level of theory in implicit water model. The optimized EGCG was
used for docking calculation on an Aβ fibril. Docking calculations were performed using the Schrödinger suite (6). We applied
the GLIDE (7) protocol (GlideScore version SP5.0) to find docking sites using single precision (SP), including an exhaustive
search for docking sites around and inside the Aβ structure. We performed four independent calculations centered around four
parts of the Aβ structures to include the entire structure of the Aβ in docking. In each case, we request five best poses of EGCG.
Only three of these four docking calculations resulted in docking poses: one at each terminal and one inside (site #1). Among
five poses from each of these three docking sites, we picked the best pose (for each site) by the most negative glide score.
Subsequent MD simulation was initiated using the best pose for three EGCG molecules from three docking sites.
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Figure S5: EGCG interactions with Aβ42 residues for docking site #1 (top left), #2 (top right), and #3 (bottom) as obtained from
Maestro.
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